here E,"(k) and E"(k) are the heavy-hole and light-hole to conduction-band energy gaps at finite k.
It is in the evaluation of the 4 integration that it is essential to account properly for the dependence of E,"(k) and E«(k) on k. The correct energy gaps are
where P = (-ih/m)(S~p,~Z); 8 and y describe the orientation of the radiation polarization with respect to the chosen k direction. The first term in square brackets corresponds, in the single-particle transition scheme, to U, -Uy Uy Uy and the second to U, -U"U, -U, transitions. The other two contributions are neglected under the above approximations. In the summation there are further transitions involving excitation from the light-hole states U"U, to U, and from the heavy-hole states U4 to U" the latter specifically requires an intervalence step. Also there are five equivalent transitions from the valence states to the spin-down conduction state U, .
Carrying out the summation and performing the integration over the angles y, 9 give Garrying out the 5-function integration results in K, = 4p (e'/hc') (P/np'E, ') f (h&u, /E, ), where f(n) = 3 -3"' --+ (2n -1)'~' 4 , , 2 1 ' 1 , , 2 3 , (4a -1)n"'+--n(2a +1)'" a' 45 n Sa-1 (3n -1)' 15 2 (9) (10)
Thus we have a universal curve for the frequency dependence of K"within the stated approximations.
The curve is scaled only by the factor Pn~' E, '. It may be noted, furthermore, that P is constant for zinc-blende semiconductors to within about 5%. In plotting results we take values for the room-temperature dielectric constant from the literature. ' K, is plotted in Fig. 2 ; the dramatic divergence from the parabolic approximation, for which
Also shown is the calculation for the other limiting extreme in which the spin-orbit splitting 6 is taken as zero. As there is then no spin mixing in the valence band one can consider as eigenstates along the k, axis (S-iPkZ/E, ), X, I', and (Z -iPAS/E, ), spin up or spin down. There are then six terms in g~e ach containing at least two contributions in Q, . The resulting two-photon absorption coefficient is, however, very similar to the large-6 limit, Eq. (9), with f (a) =, ---(4n -1)(2n)'"+2 (2a+ 1 
